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Severe weather and climate change worrying more Australians
than ever before
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FOREWORD

Helping Australians
prepare for more
extreme weather
NRMA Insurance has been protecting
Australians and their homes for more
than 90 years. We have seen firsthand the devastating impacts natural
disasters can have on families, homes
and communities.

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive
General Manager, Direct Claims
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When we launched the NRMA Insurance Wild Weather Tracker (the Tracker) 12 months ago, we did so to highlight the impact of severe weather
on our communities and encourage more people to prepare so impacts are minimised. What we didn’t realise was just how much wild weather
was headed our way.
This fifth edition of the Tracker again chronicles the devastating impacts of wild weather on our communities. It reveals the huge scale and impact of
the recent east coast flood crisis, with NRMA Insurance receiving 30,000 home and motor claims in NSW and south east QLD between 21 February
- 9 March. The flood crisis is now recognised as the costliest flood event in Australian history, at around $4.3 billion (Insurance Council, 2022). The
Tracker also shows that autumn 2022 has been one of the worst seasons for wild weather damage in years, with NRMA Insurance receiving 25,057
wild weather home claims for the season. This places this autumn behind only the Black Summer of 2019-20 and the summer of 2018-19 for wild
weather home damage.
Behind all wild weather events are personal stories. An organisation that knows this more than most is our partner the NSW SES whose vital disaster
response and recovery teams do so much to save lives and help people and businesses get back on their feet as best they can. Please see our
feature on page 11 about the NSW SES’s support across NSW during the flood crisis.

Australians are becoming more and more concerned about climate change
and wild weather
We also have new consumer research of 3,500 Australians, which quantifies rising community concern about the impacts of wild weather and
climate change. Around 77% of Australians are now worried about the growing frequency and severity of wild weather and 80% recognise that
climate change is driving this. Our research also reveals concern that our communities are not resilient to wild weather and a desire for more to be
done to reduce the impact of natural disasters. Just 20% feel their state or territory is resilient and 83% of Australians want to see disaster mitigation
investment increase.
Recent experience has shown it’s no longer enough to place the burden of building resilience on individuals and communities, especially when the
places some Australians live are particularly vulnerable to extreme weather. NRMA Insurance welcomed the Labor Government’s Disaster Ready
Fund which has an annual $200 million commitment for disaster prevention and resilience initiatives. And this funding needs to be matched by
the state and territories. In the meantime, we hope the Tracker is a useful addition to the conversation and leads more people to take action now.
Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims
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Looking ahead

A wet forecast for winter 2022

JUN

JUL

AUG

NRMA Insurance Meteorologist, Dr Bruce Buckley says its set
to be a wet winter for central, northern and eastern Australia
“The current June to August outlook indicates rainfall is very likely
to be above median for most of central, northern and eastern
Australia. There will be wetter than average weather across most
parts of eastern Australia. In contrast, we anticipate below to near
normal median rainfall for the agricultural south-west Western
Australia and western Tasmania.
The 2021–22 La Niña is maintaining its strength with the warmest
equatorial Pacific Ocean waters moving closer to Australia.
There are signs that a negative phase of the Indian Ocean Dipole
in May – the difference in sea surface temperature between the
western and eastern areas of the tropical Indian Ocean – will
increase the chances of above-average rainfall through winter
and spring. For tropical Australia, this also increases the chances
of warmer days and nights.”
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About Dr Bruce Buckley and the NRMA Insurance Natural Perils team
With over 40 years’ experience, Dr Buckley provides NRMA Insurance with a wide
range of technical advice on all aspects of meteorology and climate change. He is
an expert in the field, holding a PhD in Mathematics (Numerical Weather Prediction)
from the University of New South Wales.
Dr Buckley is part of our Natural Perils team, which is made up of climate scientists,
meteorologists, hydrologists, engineers, statisticians and actuaries. Their job is
to understand extreme weather events so they can accurately assess the risks
customers face, while also looking at what we can do to help customers and
communities mitigate those risks.

National snapshot:
autumn 2022
Autumn 2022 was one of the worst seasons
for wild weather damage in years.
The huge scale and impact of the east coast flood crisis meant the majority of wild weather claims
nationally occurred in south east Queensland and New South Wales – with NRMA Insurance
recording more flood claims this autumn than any season since 2015.

14,128

Autumn 2022 severe weather home claims

severe weather home claims. Black summer 2019-20 and the summer
of 2018-19 for wild weather home damage.*

16,458

total severe weather
motor claims

14,128

25k

79.3%

15k
10k

of all home claims
from wild weather

5k
0

home and motor
claims for flood

36,307

home and motor
claims for storm

NRMA Insurance has now received nearly 86,000 home and motor claims for severe weather
damage nationally over summer 2021-22 and autumn 2022.

A note on NRMA Insurance claims data: NRMA Insurance is backed by IAG, a leading general insurer in Australia and New Zealand. NRMA
Insurance operates nationally in NSW, QLD, ACT, WA and SA. In VIC, IAG’s products are distributed under the RACV brand.
* Based on NRMA Insurance claims data between September 2015 – May 2022
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30k

20k

25,057
4,837

How autumn 2022 compares

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Home claims - peril

STORM

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more

EARTHQUAKE

Autumn 2022
Latest community research
Our latest quarterly research of more than 3,500 Australians reveals
growing concern about the impacts of wild weather and climate change.

14,128

are worried that wild weather is becoming more frequent
and severe (up from 64% in May 2021 when NRMA
Insurance began quarterly research)

77%

80% change is making

More than 1 in 2 Australians
(54%) are worried about their
property being damaged by wild
weather in the next 12 months

recognise that climate

severe weather worse (compared
to 71% 12 months ago)

14,128
14,128
When asked what natural peril they are most worried about causing damage to their
property Australians say:
1. Hail

2. Heavy rain

14,128

30%

3. Bushfire

up 3% points

26%

4. Floods
up 3% points

22%14,128

9%

Just 60% feel prepared for severe weather. However:
fewer people took proactive steps to prepare for wild weather
(just 40% did in autumn - down 9 percentage points on summer)

fewer people are planning to prepare in the next three months
(52% - down 7 percentage points)

* Online survey of 3,500 Australians conducted on behalf of NRMA Insurance by PureProfile in May 2022 (1,000 QLD residents, 1,000 NSW residents, 500 ACT residents, 500 SA residents and 500 WA residents).
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Community

preparedness
Which states and territories feel most prepared for wild weather?
We asked 3,500 residents (across NSW, QLD, ACT, WA and SA) to rank on a scale of 1 to 100 how prepared they feel to respond to wild weather.
A score of 1 represents ‘not prepared at all’ while 100 is ‘as prepared as I can be’. Despite, or perhaps because of, the recent heavy rains and
flooding in QLD and NSW, people in these states feel the most prepared.

NSW
58/100

4th

WA
55/100 (-2)

1st
3rd

SA
57/100 (-3)

QLD
65/100 (+2)

2nd

NSW
61/100 (+1)

5th

ACT
54/100 (-2)

Please note: The NRMA wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment (rating preparedness on a scale of 1-100) conducted via an online survey by PureProfile in May 2022 (1,00 QLD residents, 1,00 NSW residents, 500 ACT residents,
500 SA residents and 500 WA residents). It is intended as an indicator of community preparedness only to help encourage action not as a comprehensive assessment of community preparedness. The research is conducted quarterly and
score changes from summer 2021-22 are marked in parentheses above.
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IN FOCUS

February - March
2022 east coast
floods
Heavy rainfall and flash flooding
affected many regions across
northern New South Wales and
south east Queensland from 21
February – 9 March.
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February - March 2022 east coast floods
The scale and intensity of the flood emergency had a devastating impact on many people and communities on the east coast.
Our response was guided by our purpose. NRMA Insurance’s national resources, including support teams, assessors and builders, were deployed to
affected communities as soon as it was safe to do so, with measures put in place to help our customers, including on-the-ground claims support.

Our response

24,000 home claims
6,000 motor claims
$4.3B in damages industry-wide (Insurance Council of Australia)
25 employees on the ground at disaster recovery centres
$37,000 in employee payroll giving and IAG matching to flood relief agencies
31.3 hours flown on the NRMA Helicopter to support NSW SES flood recovery.

NRMA Insurance pledges $1 million community support package
In March 2022, NRMA Insurance announced a $1 million support package
to help communities in New South Wales and Queensland recover from
the flood crisis. The package included:

14,128

$400,000 to help GIVIT provide the immediate items 		
communities asked for
$300,000 to support Australian Red Cross to help the 		
recovery and prepare for future events
$300,000 to support an additional 2,676 Lifeline tele-		
health counselling sessions for impacted communities

The impacts of a changing climate mean that wild weather will continue to be a fact of life.
We see first-hand the devastation these events have on people’s lives, livelihoods and our broader society and economy. We continue
to be here to support our customers and impacted communities throughout the flood recovery. It’s what our customers expect and a
moment that matters to them, and us.
Luke Gallagher, NRMA Executive General Manager Direct Claims
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February - March 2022 east coast floods
Saving lives and protecting communities – the NSW State Emergency Service (SES)

14,128

NRMA Insurance is proud to have partnered with the NSW SES since 2011. The NSW SES is an emergency and rescue service dedicated to
assisting the community when it matters most such as during the recent east coast flood crisis. The NSW SES provides emergency assistance
to the people of NSW 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. Approximately 9,000 dedicated volunteers across the state make this
critical work possible.

33,421

Requests for assistance
Over

5,600

members involved

More than

72,000
calls to 132 500

1,620

Flood bulletins

Over

3 million
website hits

Over

582

Over

members hours

Evacuation products

flood rescue activations*

489,000

2,200

Record

flood

levels in eight locations

The first few months of 2022 was a confronting and tragic time for NSW. The impact will be felt for a long time, particularly for those communities and volunteers
who experienced ongoing catastrophic flooding.
The sheer scale of these weather events was unfathomable. We continue to experience extreme weather and our communities, frontline volunteers and emergency
management agencies are feeling the impact of this increased risk and exposure.
With a wet winter ahead, after an extremely wet autumn, we are appealing to communities to know their flood risk, know key evacuation routes and prepare a
"ready to go" kit now. We want them to make safe, informed decisions.
NSW SES Commissioner Carlene York

*Note: One activation may result in multiple rescues. Flood rescues activated through channels other than 000 and 132 500 may not be represented.
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Autumn 2022
New South Wales snapshot
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NSW autumn
claims overview
One of the worst seasons for wild
weather damage in NSW
Unprecedented rainfall continued to hit northern NSW and Sydney this
autumn, creating a devastating flood crisis on the east coast and record
flood claims. This was the third-worst season for wild weather home damage
in NSW2, behind only the Black Summer of 2019-20 and summer 2018-19.

How autumn 2022 compares - NSW
25k

20k

Home claims in autumn 2022

22,405

85%

severe weather
home claims3

of all NSW home claims
were the result of severe
weather. As a comparison,
this figure is around 66%
in a typical NSW autumn.

10k

5k

Motor claims in autumn 2022

12,673

0

severe
weather
motor claims

26%

of all motor claims.
This is around 21% in a
typical NSW autumn.

2016

13

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Home claims - peril

STORM

2NRMA Insurance claims data back to spring 2015 (home claims for severe weather)
3 In addition to the now 14,929 wild weather claims recorded in NSW in summer.

2017

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more

EARTHQUAKE

NSW areas most impacted
by wild weather in autumn 2022
Ballina recorded the greatest number of severe weather home and motor claims of any town or suburb in NSW this autumn, as the
Northern Rivers dealt with the unprecedented flood crisis. Northern areas of Sydney were also hit hard.

4
5

1
7

6
10

Rank

Region

Rank

Towns/suburbs in NSW

1

Upper North Shore and Hornsby (Sydney) (7.2% of claims)

1

Ballina

2

Sydney’s Northern Beaches (5.9% of claims)

2

Castle Hill

3

Sydney Inner South West (5.9% of claims)

3

Wahroonga

4

Richmond-Tweed (Northern Rivers) (5.8% of claims)

4

Blacktown

5

North-West Sydney and Blue Mountains (5.6% of claims)

5

West Ballina

6

Illawarra (5.5% of claims)

6

Port Macquarie

7

Sydney Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury (5.2% of claims)

7

Coffs Harbour

8

Sydney – Outer South West (5.1% of claims)

8

St Ives

9

Sydney South West (4.9% of claims)

9

Kellyville

10

Central Coast (4.3% of claims)

10

Wollongong

7
5
9

4

6

14

1
2

10

9

3

2
3

8
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NSW
community
14,128
preparedness

61/100

The recent flood crisis has heightened community concern about wild weather
in NSW, however fewer people are planning to take steps to prepare.

79%
53%

Autumn 2022
NSW wild weather
ready score*
up from 60 in summer

are worried natural disasters are becoming more
frequent and severe (71% in summer)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(49% in summer)

80%

believe climate
change is making
wild weather worse
(77% in summer)

57% are concerned about their home, car or other property being damaged by wild
14,128
14,128
weather in the next 12 months. The perils NSW residents are most concerned about
causing damage to their property are:
1. Heavy rain

2. Hail

up 6% points

up 4% points

32%

27%

3. Bushfire

4. Floods
up 3% points

21%14,128

13%

Just 18% think NSW is resilient to wild weather (while 41% say their home is) – 		
and 83% of survey respondents want a boost in disaster mitigation investment.

40%

took steps during
autumn to prepare
their home and family
for severe weather
(46% in summer)

51%

plan to take steps
to prepare in winter
(56% planned to
in autumn)

1.13

million

NSW households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (37%)

NSW has experienced some of the most damaging wild
weather in years and many are still dealing with the aftermath
as it continues.
It’s not surprising that awareness and concern about severe weather
and climate change is increasing, and attention is turning to what more
can be done to help protect communities.
We’re encouraging communities to do what they can to
reduce ther risks, including having an emergency plan and
kit ready, just in case.
Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims

75 +
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The best prepared region in NSW is the Far South Coast (based
on a self-assessed preparedness rating of 75/100) while the least
prepared is Western NSW (52/100).

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 1,000 NSW residents
via an online survey in May 2022. The score represents the average response for NSW residents to
the following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster?
Rate your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100 – with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ to 100 being ‘as
prepared as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (63% feel prepared – 37% don’t) and NSW dwellings
numbers - latest ABS census data (2016).

Autumn 2022
Queensland snapshot
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QLD autumn
claims overview
Worst autumn in five years follows
devastating summer floods
in Queensland
Severe weather continued to hit Queensland this autumn with storms the
leading cause of damage to homes and property.

How autumn 2022 compares - QLD
3k
2.5k
2k

Home claims in autumn 2022

1,571

severe weather
home claims

65%

of all QLD home claims
were the result of severe
weather. This compares
to around 48% in a
typical QLD autumn.

1.5k
1k
500
0

Motor claims in autumn 2022

2,084

severe weather
motor claims

27%

of all motor claims
caused by severe
weather. This compares
to around 24% in a
typical QLD autumn.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2022

Home claims - peril

STORM

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more
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2021

EARTHQUAKE

QLD areas most impacted
by wild weather in autumn 2022
The Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast and Logan-Beaudesert were the hardest hit regions in Queensland this autumn. Southport recorded the
greatest number of severe weather home and motor claims of any town or suburb in the state.

Rank

2 5a
2

3

5

4

4
1

3

18

1 5

Region

Rank

Towns/suburbs in QLD

1

Gold Coast (15.3% of all claims)

1

Southport

2

Sunshine Coast (13.1% of claims)

2

Landsborough

3

Logan – Beaudesert (9.5% of all claims)

3

Caboolture

4

Brisbane – South (8% of claims)

4

Toowoomba City

5

Ipswich (7.4% of claims)

5

Robina

QLD14,128
community
preparedness

14,128

65/100

Community concern about wild weather and climate has risen significantly in
Queensland during the past 12 months, but Queenslanders continue to feel
better prepared than the rest of the country.

74%
59%

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(54% in summer)

75%

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters
more frequent and
severe (compared to
64% 12 months ago)

causing damage to their property are:

31%

2. Heavy rain

3. Floods

up 5% points

up 5% points

23%

18%

4. Cyclones

5. Bushfire

19

-

+

54%

took steps during
autumn to prepare
their home and family
for severe weather
(55% in summer)

59%

plan to take steps
to prepare in winter
(62% planned to
in autumn)

575,000
QLD households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (29%)

Our research consistently shows that Queenslanders feel better prepared
for wild weather and are more likely to be taking proactive steps to prepare.
This may be because Queenslanders are used to climatic conditions that
produce heavy rainfall and even cyclones during the year.
Concern about the growing threat of storms and floods rose more in Queensland than
anywhere else in the country this quarter.

15%

11%14,128

Only 15% think Queensland is resilient to wild weather (but 41% say their home is) –
and 83% want a boost in disaster mitigation investment.

71

up from 63 in summer

are worried natural disasters are becoming more
frequent and severe (compared to 55% 12 months ago)

54% are concerned
about their home, car or other property being damaged by wild
14,128
14,128
weather in the next 12 months. The perils Queenslanders are most worried about
1. Hail

Autumn 2022
QLD wild weather
ready score*

The best prepared region in Queensland is once again Far-North
Queensland (with a self-assessed preparedness rating of 71/100).
The Gold Coast and Greater Brisbane is least prepared (both with
a score of 64/100).

With climate change expected to make storm and flood events worse, a
greater focus on disaster mitigation measures is needed to help protect
people, communities and businesses.

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 1,000 QLD residents
via an online survey in May 2022. The score represents the average response for QLD residents to
the following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster?
Rate your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100, with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ and 100 being ‘as
prepared as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (71% feel prepared – 29% don’t) and QLD dwellings
numbers - latest ABS census data (2016)

Autumn 2022
Australian Capital Territory snapshot

20

STORM
FLOOD
hail
ACT autumn
claims overview
Autumn was relatively calm in the
ACT following record seasonal storm
damage in summer

14,128

After being battered by storms and hail in summer the ACT recorded below
average storm claims for autumn.

How autumn 2022 compares - the ACT
350
300
250
200

Home claims in autumn 2022

192

severe weather
home claims

150

41%

of all home claims were the
result of severe weather in the
ACT. This compares to around
36% in a typical ACT autumn.

100
50

0
2016

Motor claims in autumn 2022

532
21

severe weather
motor claims

22%

of all motor claims
were the result of severe
weather in the ACT. This
compares to around 20%
in a typical ACT autumn.

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Home claims - peril

STORM

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more

EARTHQUAKE

ACT suburbs most impacted
by wild weather in autumn 2022
The Canberra CBD, Kambah and Lyons were the hardest hit suburbs in the ACT this autumn – making up more than 16% of all wild weather home
and motor claims in the ACT.

Rank

4a 3
2

22

1 4b
5

Suburbs in ACT

1

Canberra CBD (9% of claims)

2

Kambah (4.4% of claims)

3

Lyons (3% of claims)

4

(a) Chifley and (b) Kingston (2.2% of claims each)

5

Fyshwick (2.1% of claims)

14,128

ACT14,128
community
preparedness

Autumn 2022
ACT wild weather
ready score*

54/100

down from 56 in summer

ACT residents are the most likely in Australia to be concerned about wild
weather, yet less than one in three took any steps to prepare this autumn.

90%
49%

are worried natural disasters are becoming
more frequent and severe (84% in summer)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(53% in summer)

92%

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters more
frequent and severe
(90% in summer)

14,128
14,128
64% of ACT residents are concerned about their home, car or other property being

damaged by wild weather in the next 12 months – the highest in the country. The perils
ACT residents are most worried about causing damage to their property are:
1. Hail

42%

2. Bushfire

35%14,128

3. Heavy rain

4. Floods

16%

5%

32% think the ACT is resilient to wild weather (compared to 30% who say their home
is) – and 89% want a boost in disaster mitigation investment (the highest in the country).

23

30%

took steps during
autumn to prepare
for severe weather
(compared to 46%
in summer)

49%

plan to take steps
to prepare in winter
(60% planned to
in autumn)

42,000
ACT households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (51%)

Our latest research highlights that ACT residents continue to be more
concerned than anywhere else in Australia about the impact of wild weather
and climate change, but fewer than one in three took any steps to prepare
for it during autumn.
While the ACT was spared the worst of the recent east coast storms and floods,
there are no guarantees this stable weather will continue. Being vigilant about
reducing risks to your home, such as over-hanging branches and blocked
gutters and ensuring you have an emergency kit and plan and up
to date insurance are important, practical things everyone can do.

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 500 ACT residents via
an online survey in May 2022. The score represents the average response for ACT residents to the
following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster?
Rate your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100 – with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ to 100 being ‘as
prepared as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (49% feel prepared – 51% don’t) and ACT dwellings
numbers - latest ABS census data (2016)

Autumn 2022
South Australia snapshot

24

SA autumn
claims overview
Nearly one in three South Australian home
claims caused by wild weather this autumn
The proportion of home claims caused by severe weather was slightly
above average for autumn, following several severe storms and, unusually,
a 3.8 magnitude earthquake hitting the Adelaide Hills.

How autumn 2022 compares - SA

600
500
400

Home claims in autumn 2022

278

severe weather
home claims

30%

of all SA home claims were
the result of severe weather.
This compares to around 27%
in a typical SA autumn.

300
200
100
0

Motor claims in autumn 2022

261

severe weather
motor claims

2016

12%

of all motor claims caused
by severe weather. This
compares to around 10% in
a typical SA autumn.

2017

2018

2019

2020

25

2022

Home claims - peril

STORM

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more
Please note: South Australia claims data includes claims from both NRMA Insurance and SGIC – both brands in the IAG family

2021

EARTHQUAKE

SA areas most impacted by
wild weather in autumn 2022
Adelaide’s northern suburbs were the hardest his in South Australia this autumn, while Salisbury East recorded more severe weather home and
motor claims of any suburb or town in the state.

Rank

1
2
3
3

26

1
2

SA regions

Rank

Towns/suburbs in SA

1

Adelaide – North (32.5% of claims)

1

Salisbury East

2

Adelaide – Hills (16.9% of claims)

2

Adelaide Inner Metro

3

Adelaide – South (16.7% of claims)

3

Morphett Vale

SA community
14,128
preparedness

14,128

57/100 *

South Australians are the least concerned residents in the country about
being personally affected by wild weather in the next 12 months and less
than one in four took any steps to prepare for it this autumn.

70%
48%

are worried natural disasters are becoming
more frequent and severe (69% in summer)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(45% in summer)

79%

14,128 14,128

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters
more frequent
and severe (75%
in summer)

14,128

41% of SA residents are concerned about their home, car or other property being
damaged by wild weather in the next 12 months – the lowest in the country. The perils
SA residents are most worried about causing damage to their property are:
1. Hail

2. Heavy rain

2. Bushfire

3. Floods

4. Lightning

up 8% points

32%

27%

27%14,128 7%

6%

Just 19% think that SA is resilient to wild weather (while 36% say their home is) –
and 79% want a boost in disaster mitigation investment.

27

Autumn 2022
SA wild weather
ready score
down from 60 in summer

24%

took steps during
autumn to prepare
for severe weather
(48% in summer)

42%

plan to take steps
to prepare in winter
(53% planned to
in autumn)

360,000
SA households don’t
feel prepared** to respond
in the event of severe
weather or natural disasters
(47% vs 40% in summer)

As we brace for winter, undertaking just one job around
the house each week can make a big difference if severe
weather hits. Whether that is securing a loose items or
trimming branches, any step to get prepared will help in the
event of disaster.
The most prevalent advice we can give, is to make sure you have
a plan. Having this discussion is the simplest step South
Australian’s can take to keep them and their families safe in the
event of severe weather.
Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 500 SA residents via
an online survey in May 2022. The score represents the average response for SA residents to the
following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster?
Rate your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100 – with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ to 100 being ‘as
prepared as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (53% feel prepared – 47% don’t) and SA dwellings
numbers - latest ABS census data (2016)

NRMA Insurance and
the South Australian
State Emergency Service
launch new partnership
NRMA Insurance is proud to be the first corporate partner of the SASES,
working together to help South Australians be better prepared for storms
and floods.
The SASES is a volunteer-based organisation and lead agency in response to
extreme weather including floods, storms and extreme heat. Approximately
1,700 dedicated volunteers across the state make this critical work possible.
Since July 2021, the SASES responded to more than 10,000 requests for help,
an increase of 60% compared to the previous financial year and is preparing
for another busy winter.

The SASES recommends South Australians have a plan and do one thing every week to reduce their risk from extreme weather.

Have an emergency
plan and emergency
kit ready

Talk to your family
and neighbours about
their plans

Check your gutters,
downpipes and drains
are clear

Inspect your roof
and make necessary
repairs

Visit the SASES website at ses.sa.gov.au for information on how to best prepare for storms and flooding events.
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Trim overhanging
branches

Ensure loose outdoor
items are tied down

Autumn 2022
Western Australia snapshot
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WA autumn
claims overview
Storms the leading cause of damage
this autumn
Western Australia was spared the severe wet weather that affected the east
coast this autumn, however wild weather claims were still almost double
those recorded over summer.

How autumn 2022 compares - WA
3.5k
3k
2.5k

Home claims in autumn 2022

2k

611

severe weather home
claims (compared to
367 in summer)

42%

of all WA home claims were
the result of severe weather.
This compares to around 52%
in a typical WA autumn.

1.5k
1k
500

Motor claims in autumn 2022

908

severe weather
motor claims

0

31%

of all motor claims caused
by severe weather. This
compares to around 28%
in a typical WA autumn.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Home claims - peril

STORM

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more
Please note: Western Australia claims data includes claims from NRMA Insurance and SGIO – both brands in the IAG family.
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2022

EARTHQUAKE

WA areas most impacted
by wild weather in autumn 2022
North-west, south-east and south-west Perth were the hardest hit regions in WA this autumn, while Dianella recorded the most severe weather
home and motor claims of any town or suburb in the state.

Rank

1
1

3
5a

2
3
2

5b
5

4
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4

WA regions

Rank

Towns/suburbs in WA

1

North-west Perth (19.2% of claims)

1

Dianella

2

South-east Perth (15.8% of claims)

2

Perth CBD

3

South-west Perth (14.1% of claims)

3

Canning Vale

4

Bunbury (10.9% of claims)

4

Bunbury

5

Wheatbelt (9.7% of claims)

5

(a) Halls Head and (b) Mandurah

14,128

WA 14,128
community
preparedness

55/100 *

down from 57 in summer

Western Australians are feeling more concerned about wild weather,
yet nearly two-thirds took no steps to prepare this autumn.

74%
53%

are worried natural disasters are becoming
more frequent and severe (71% in summer)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(52% in summer)

80%

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters
more frequent
and severe

14,128
14,128
51% of WA residents are concerned about their home, car or other property being

damaged by wild weather in the next 12 months. When asked what natural peril they
are most worried about causing damage to their property, WA residents say:
1. Heavy rain

30%

2. Bushfire

3. Hail

29%14,128 21%

5. Floods

4. Cyclones

8%

7%

Just 21% think that WA is resilient to wild weather (while 39% say their home is) –
and 80% want a boost in disaster mitigation investment.
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Autumn 2022
WA wild weather
ready score

36%

took steps during
autumn to prepare
for severe weather
(50% in summer)

54%

plan to take steps
to prepare in winter
(62% planned to in
autumn)

535,000
WA households don’t feel
prepared** to respond in
the event of severe weather
or natural disasters (50%
vs 43% in summer)

WA’s record-breaking wet winter in 2021, and the extreme flooding
events this past autumn in the east are likely contributing factors to
increasing concern about the impacts of wild weather across the
state as we head into the cooler months.
Building understanding, preparedness and resilience in communities across
Australia is just one way we can better equip people with the
knowledge and tools they need to protect their homes and families
in the event of wild weather.
Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 500 WA residents via
an online survey in May 2022. The score represents the average response for SA residents to the
following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster?
Rate your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100 – with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ to 100 being ‘as
prepared as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (50% feel prepared – 50% don’t) and WA dwellings
numbers - latest ABS census data (2016)

Resources and contacts
IAG Climate Action Plan

Queensland SES

www.iag.com.au/safer-communities/climate-disaster-resilience-action-plan

ses.qld.gov.au

Severe weather factsheets

Western Australia Department of
Fire and Emergency Services

IAG has released fact sheets on bushfire, flood and tropical cyclones
to help educate Australians and encourage them to take action to
prepare themselves and their homes for these weather events.

dfes.wa.gov.au

www.iag.com.au/safer-communities/severe-weather-fact-sheets

ses.sa.gov.au

Severe Weather in a Changing Climate report

Bureau of Meteorology

IAG partnered with the US National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) on this report, which reviews and interprets the
latest climate science to understand how climate change is impacting
the severity and frequency of severe weather events, and what is
likely to happen in the future.

bom.gov.au

Insurance Council of Australia

www.iag.com.au/severe-weather-changing-climate

CONTACT US

State Emergency Services

Media enquiries

Australian Capital Territory Emergency Services Agency
esa.act.gov.au

South Australia SES

understandinsurance.com.au

Phone: +61 2 9292 9742
CorporateAffairs@iag.com.au

Contact NRMA Insurance

New South Wales SES

Phone: 132 132 (7am–10pm)

ses.nsw.gov.au

Outside Australia: +61 2 8661 7307
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Appendix: Tracking community preparedness
NSW Region vs Region
NRMA Insurance wild weather ready score (out of 100) by NSW region
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Autumn Rank

Region

Score autumn 22

Score change (summer-autumn)

1 (+7)

Far South Coast (e.g. Merimbula and Eden)

75

16

2 (+6)

New England (including Armidale)

74

15

3 (-2)

Mid-North Coast (Port Macquarie and Coffs Harbour)

73

2

4 (+3)

Central Coast

70

10

5 (-3)

The North Coast (including Grafton and Ballina)

68

-2

6 (-1)

The Riverina (e.g. Wagga Wagga and Griffith)

63

2

7 (-4)

Newcastle and The Hunter

62

-4

7 (+4)

Southern Tablelands (Goulburn, Queanbeyan, Snowy Mountains)

62

7

8 (-4)

Illawarra and the South Coast

60

-3

8 (+1)

Western Sydney (incl. Parramatta, Hills, Blacktown & Penrith)

60

3

8 (+4)

Northern Sydney (incl. Northern Beaches and North Shore)

60

6

9 (-1)

Inner Sydney (incl. CBD, Surry Hills and Inner West)

58

-1

9 (=)

Eastern Sydney (Randwick, Bondi etc)

58

1

10 (-4)

Southern Sydney (incl. Cronulla and The Shire)

55

-5

11 (-1)

Western NSW (including Dubbo and Bathurst)

52

-4

Appendix: Tracking community preparedness
QLD Region vs Region
NRMA Insurance wild weather ready score (out of 100) by QLD region
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Autumn Rank

Region

Score autumn 22

Score change (summer - autumn)

1 (=)

Far North Queensland (incl. Cairns)

71

1

2 (-1)

North Queensland (incl. Townsville)

70

0

3 (+5)

Darling Downs South West (incl. Toowoomba)

68

9

4 (+3)

Central Queensland (incl. Gladstone, Rockhampton and Longreach)

67

7

5 (-1)

Sunshine Coast

66

1

5 (-3)

Wide Bay Burnett (incl. Bundaberg, Fraser Coast)

66

-3

6 (-3)

Mackay, Isaac and the Whitsundays

65

-2

7 (-2)

Greater Brisbane

64

2

7 (-1)

Gold Coast

64

3

Appendix: Autumn 2022 – A seasonal comparison
50K

Black
Summer

40K
East coast
flood crisis
East coast
flood crisis

30K
NSW & SE QLD
March storms

Cyclone Debbie

20K
East Coast Low

10K
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WINTER
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SPRING
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2019
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WINTER
2019
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Hover over each category to find out more
National NRMA Insurance wild weather home claims
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